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"5 Claims: (crew's-95) _ 
My invention relates'to aggamercomprisingna ‘1T’1FlgLi41isiszhori-zontal, sectional view of‘the 

standard provided with a plurality ofaringszl in structure shown in "Fig. 2?, taken alongthe line 
different positions, through-‘which; the players 4;-'-4, ‘ ' ' , ' l i . l 1 

in turn attempt to thrower tossaballby: means 5;;is-a‘ horizontal,‘ sectional view of ‘ the 
‘5 of‘ a special playing tool or device. ‘ By, my‘ in+ parts showninFig. 2‘,‘ taken along the line 5-5, '5 

ventionI also provide any improved system: of 6P'showsiin-sideielevationto anlenlarged 
play and scoring which materially increaseslthe scale; therlplayingvtool' illustrated'in Fig. l, ' interest in the game. > ' I l ' 1 I " Fig; 'lrishsplanyiew ot the playing tool shown 

‘ More‘ speci?cally, my game-constructioncons inshlm?rf i V ‘I ' 

10‘ sistsof a vertical standard or column supporting ‘. F‘igi'8;<‘shows in planiview ‘aimodi?ed form of ‘10'v 
rings on‘different sides thereofland extendingiat theplaying tool, _ l ‘ ' ‘ 

different angles ‘from the standard,‘ the ‘rings ‘ Figai9i'shows in; front‘ elevationa form of’ score 
being large enough so that the ball thrownlor boardraldapted/iorzuse?with'my gamerandl ‘ 
tossed at them may easily .pass through anyrlone Fi‘grllt showsvin a'view similar to Fig. 9 and. 

1751 oilthe rings, theinternal diameter‘ of eachof the torenlarged': scale,‘ the :portion of the’ score 151 
rings. vbeing preferably severalitimesxtheexternal board'allotedrtouonevotithe players, I ‘ i a 

diameter‘ of the ball. The tool'employedtoltoss Similar numerals refer to: similar parts through- » 
or throw‘ the .ballis preferably provided lwithlia outitheseveral; views; ‘ ‘ l ' ‘ 

?exible support for the ball which loosely .sup- 'lAsashowniimFig 1; myrgamelconsists of aver-l ' 
:0‘- ports thelattenso thatby a swinging‘ movement tical-icclumni'orfstandard l~0 supported at its'lower 20‘ 

of 'theltool‘, its‘spring portion‘ is flexedan'd the end byi‘alpedestallzll,‘ saidlcolumn havingimount- ‘ 
ball may be tossed or thrown as‘desired'hy' ‘the edthereonlatgdi?erentheights'a plurality of rings 
player, By my‘ improved. scoring systemgh‘the B, G;D::=amzt:E;1theresbeing another. of these 
players preferably play on one ring-lat altime, rings, illustrated in Fig.1, which does not 

35* taconstitutaan inningiofr the play, andtheplays appear in'Fi‘gl.~‘~l.‘. As. illustrated in Figs.‘ 1 and 2; 25 
on the rings successively comprise'the ‘successive thetring A-lisxtcr theslei’t oifthe- column as viewed 
innings of the ‘game,‘:eaoh;1player having pref- bythetp'layer; and’érirr a; horiaontal' plane; the ring 
erably a plurality ‘of ‘trials: during eachiinni'ng‘, B isz-‘aboyeitherringl‘A and'is also to the left of 
so thatif he it unsuccessfuloni-his ?rstltrial, he thevcolumn; anddsxin:afverti'cal'plane substan 

aé may still have achance tolrscore during‘ the in; tialilyiperpendicularrtoitheline of‘ play‘; thearing 30 
ning, my. improved scoring system‘ providing Otis» ahovelthe ring‘Bland is ‘also. to‘the left of 
that for each unsuccessful trial during ‘the; iné the £01m; andris inclined somewhat to a hori 
ning; the score for the inning is. reduced,‘ so, that zontalslplenertor-“example; atfabout ‘30°, and has 
aplayer’s'score for theinningis progressivelyless its ?‘ont'edge uppermost; the ring Dis- to the 

as depending“ upon, the numberlof unsuccessful trials right ottheacolumn at‘ substantially the height of 35 
hehashad during the inning, until ?nally,» ‘if-he theiring C; andfisdnclinedflto a horizontal plane; 
has exhausted all of.’ the trials permitted .to him for exampIa-atL-about 30’? andihas its rear, edge 
for the inning;»without passing:.the:.bal1‘ through uppermostxtherringlE. is in'frLontof‘the column 
the ring being played for that: inning,- his score atl-‘l'about the heightiofi the. ringB, ‘and is inla 

40 for-that inningtis zeros ‘Furthermore; the-posi- vertieahplane substantially‘ perpendicular to the 40‘ 
tion' andrelation of the rings-to'theslstandardi plane‘oiiitheillingfB; and the ‘ring Flis‘at Sub; 
presentivarying‘amounts ofdif?culty of playrfor stantially‘?the'lheightiof the‘ ring A, and is‘ 150 
the ‘several? innings; and the“ amount of di?iculty the right of the column and in a horizontal plane». 
for-‘any inning, is re?ected =inl‘the possible-‘score de?ectingnplateé was mounted ,on the column 

45 forxthat innings : H l i I td‘theirighttofth'e ring Eia's-‘viewed by the player, 45 
~' My invention: will best be'understood b'yzrefer- rat‘: suclrlanainclihationl.tocthe plane of 1 the 
ence to the accompanying drawings illustrating a ring: E; that?‘ when: the: ball is . properly di 
preferred? embodiment thereb?inwhich 1 ,. .l "-:= rectedéiragainstlsaidi Plate-it Will‘ rebound-‘from 
BFig; 1? illustrates my standardand ringslinvsi'd‘é the-Jpllt'e horiz’entalltr tow?rds‘and through the V 

50 elevation, in use during the play o'f'lthe ‘game, ring E; the'tihclination‘: of said plate. being lsubi- 50' 
' Fig; 2Is'how'slin' front‘elevation to'an ‘enlarged stanti'ally 'i?‘ftcithe plane ‘otith'e ringE, tasmore 
same, the?standard ahduth'e rpartsillsupportéd clearlyzshownemxli'ige.4‘; A de?ecting plate. [3 
thereby, ' ' I 1 W». isiisnppoiztedishgithezcolumn below: the. ring :F 

‘ ' Fi'g. 3~lis a plan viewt'of the: structure shown‘? in sn?ilcientav inclination vto a horizontal 
I‘ Fig, 2,1taken along-theline 3:31, ' ~ '1 pmmxosrexamnieabcuaaoe, ‘sol thatlwhentthe 55" 
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ball strikes the plate 13, it will rebound upwardly 
through the ring F. . 
In the play of the game, the following restric 

tions are preferably imposed, although it will 
be understood that the number, arrangement and 
relation of the rings to the column may be 
changed if desired, and that other rules and re 
striations may be employed, as preferred. ' II ?nd 
that interest in the game is stimulated by having 
the rings A to Finclusive correspond to succes 
sive innings of-play'of the game" and in the 
order of the letters, and to effect a score for the 
corresponding inning, I prefer to require the 
play of the ball to be downwardly through the: 
ring A, from front to rear through the ring 2B,’ 

_ upwardly through ring C, downwardlythrough 
ring D; from the plate l2 through 'th'e'v ring E 
from right to left, and from' the plate l3 up; 

wardly through ring F. ' _ _> .As illustrated in Fig. 3, by placing two of the 

rings at'substantiallythe same height,'I .am. able 
to‘mountboith of'them, for example the rings 
'0 and D, on a sleeve Ill provided with a bore 
that‘is a loose fit on the‘column In, the sleeve 
being held on 'thejcolumn' at a desired height by 
a set- screw £5. a Similarly, asshown in Fig. 4, 
the rings 3 and E are secured to a sleeve l6 which 
is secured to the column H) ‘at a desired height 
byythe set screw I7, and the plate I2 is conven 
iently supported by abracket' 18 secured to‘ the 
sleeve 48; 'Similarly as shown in Fig. 5, the rings 
A and F are secured-to, a sleeve l9 which may 
beheld at a, desired height on .the column 10 by 
means of a set screw 20. As shown in Fig. 2 the 
'plate 13 is supportedon an' arm 2! extending‘ 
from a sleeve 22 supported atdesiredheight on 
the column IE2 by a set screw23/ . " 7 

As shown in Figs. 6 and ,7, the.‘ tool employ 
I ' to throw or toss thevball in the play’ of the'game, 

40. preferably consists of a handle Mfr-om one end 
of which abent wire 25 extends, the .outer' end 
of the’ wire being shaped into a ring 25a of such 
a diameter that the-balll? employed in play 
ing the gamemay rest on theringand extend 
a small distance through it, without any danger 
of the ball being soltightly ,engagedby the ring 
as to be retained by it‘, Thewire 25is preferably 
of resilient material, ,for example ‘spring steel, 

> so that in handling theball, a perceptible amount 
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of ?exing is imparted to the Wire. This is'par 
ticularly true when theball is handled as I prefer 
to require in the play of the game,consisting ?rst 
in holding the handle 24in horizontal position 
towards the column I _0 as illustrated in Fig. 1, 
with the ball 26 resting on the ring 25a, after 
which the player’s arm and the tool are lowered, 
swinging the ball in an arc ‘indicated by the 
dotted line 2'! until the ball is adjacent the, ankle ; 
of the player, after which the arm and the play-7 
ing‘ tool . are‘ raised ‘to - impart the desired move 

. ment .to the ball, towards the particular one of 
the rings which at that time is the target for the 
ball; 3 s ,1’; .I 

If preferred, the playing :tool‘ may be con 
structed as illustrated in Fig.6 by forming the 
resilient portion of the tool of a double wire 28, 
both ends of which are inserted in the handle 24a, 
the mid portion of the wire being bent into ring 
form as illustrated at 28d sothat the ring is of 
substantially the same'size as the'ring 2511. I 
In Fig. 9, I illustrate a score board at 29, which 

I ?nd to be effective forlusei in. connection with 
the system of scoring ‘which'imparts added in-, 
terest‘to the gamefsaid scorev board‘being pro 
videdwith several similar's'coring compartments 
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ber of players, which compartments for conven 
ience are given numbers to identify the several. 
players. In Fig. 10, I illustrate to an enlarged 
scale, one of the players’ compartments on the 
score board, for example the compartment 29a. 
As shown in Fig; 10, the compartment 29a is 

provided with a plurality of vertical lines one for 
each of the rings or innings A to F inclusive, and 
a plurality of horizontal lines having numerals 
at their left hand ends to designate corresponding 
scores for different ones of the plays. The small 
circles 30 illustrate holes formed in the score 
board in vertical and horizontal rows at the inter 
sections of said vertical and said horizontal 

,. lines, to receive scoring pegs, and the double cir 
cles 3] illustrate particular ones of the peg holes, 
vin which pegs are placed at the beginning of the 
play, one for each of the rings or innings A to 
F inclusive, that is to say at the beginning of the 
play there will be a peg inserted in the uppermost 
one of each of the vertical series of peg holes, for 
use, ‘by the corresponding player as the game 

29a, 2911,2530, 29d,etc. depending upon the num 
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progresses, and since the same construction is em- ' 
ployed'for each; of the other scoring compart 
ments, each of the ‘other players has his scoring 
pegs similarly located in his compartment. : While 
the number of trials the player may have before 

25 

he has played out :any inning, is an arbitrary ' 
matter, I ?nd that it adds considerable interest to 
the game, if a player may have repeated oppor 
tunity‘to make any particular ring during the 
corresponding inning of play, for example seven 
trials. With this number of trials, and assuming 
the play to be at the beginning of the ?rst in 
ning, if the'?rst trial is a’ failure, the player moves 
his scoring peg from the double circle 3| in 'col 
umn A, ‘down to the next hole and makes a sec? 
ond trial. If the trial is successful and the player 
succeeds in passing the ball through ring A, the 
peg remains where it is then located and the 
player’s score is 20 for that inning; if however, 
other trials are required before the player passes 
the ball downwardly through ring A, the scoring 
peg is moved downwardly in column 'A one hole 
for .each unsuccessful triaL' This results in the 

35. 
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player’s score for any’ inning being the amount > 
‘indicated ‘by the horizontal line through the hole 
containing his scoring peg at the beginning of 
his successful trial for that inning. It‘will be 
noted that the scoring values decrease downward 
ly, which has the ‘effect of penalizing the player 
for each unsuccessful trial, until ?nally if he has ‘ 
exhausted hisztrials without success for any in-> 
ning, his score for that inning automatically be 
comes zero.. It will also be noted thatfor cer 
tain of the'lettered columns, the double circles 
are at, higher scoring values than for others of 
the lettered columns. This. is, to' compensate for 
different amounts'of difficulty involved in scor= 
ing‘ through the corresponding. rings during the 
play of the game, the’scoring system permitting 
any'desired scoring values, any desired premiums 
for di?icult hazards‘and any desired penalties for 
failure in repeated trials, whether the ‘scoring 
system is employed in connection with the pres 
entpgame or any other desired game; Inany 
event, it isrdesirable that the?number of peg 
holes'in each vertical row, shall be equal to the 
number of trials per inning plusone, and that 
the lowermost one of each of said vertical rows 
of peggholes, shall be ‘in the" horizontal line 
marked “0”. ' .' ' ' 

' It will be understood that the column and rings 
described may have ;any;.s1_ze,_ proportions and 
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construction, and be of any materials adapted to 
the purposes described. I find it convenient to 
have the column about six feet high and to con 
struct it of metal tubing, although any other ma 
terial adapted to the purpose, may be employed 
if preferred. Again, I prefer to make the rings 
of metal tubing'and to make the internal diam 
eters thereof about 10 inches, although I do not 
limit myself in these respects, since the rings 
may be of any other material adapted to the pur 
pose and may have other diameters and shapes 
if preferred, and the term “rings” is used in the 
claims in a generic sense to include" any size, 
shape and form of these devices adapted to the 
purpose, whether they be circular or otherwise, 
and whether they be closed rings or otherwise 
the only requirements being that they shall‘be 
visible to the player, of sufficient rigidity so that 
they cannot be readily or permanently deformed, 
and that their size and shape, Whether circular 
or otherwise, will readily permit the ball em 
ployed, to score by means of them. ' Again, I ?nd 
it convenient to employ a tennis ball in playing 
the game, but obviously any size and kind of 
ball adapted to the purpose, may be used. I 
?nd that the game is more interesting however, 
if the ball is resilient and lively, rather than dead 
and sluggish. The player’s tool may be of any 
desired materials and have any desired size and 
?exibility, depending ‘upon whether ‘the manner 
of handling the ball during the play, is as de— 
scribed above, or different therefrom. Further 
more, the seat in said tool for the ball employed, 
may have any desired conformation that will 
loosely support the ball, either circular orrother 
Wise. ' ' 

While I have shown my invention in the par 
ticular embodiment ‘above ‘described, it will be 
understood that I do not limit myself to this ex 
act construction as I may employ equivalents 
known to the art at the time of- the ?ling of this 
application without departing from the scope of 
the appended claims. ‘ - 

What I claim is: ‘ 
1. In a game, the combination of a vertical 

standard, a base supporting said standard, rings 
in different positions and inclinations and sup 
ported by said standard for the passage through 
them of a ball in playing the game, said rings 
being substantially larger than said ball, and de 
?ecting plates supported by said standard'and so 
positioned with respect to certain rings that balls 
properly striking said plates will go through said 
rings. 

2. In a game, the combination of a vertical 
column, a base supporting said column, sleeves 

3 
secured atdifferent heights to said column, rings 
secured to and supported by said sleeves at dif 
ferent angles to the line of play and requiring ‘ 
correspondingly different paths of travel of a ball 
to pass the ball through the rings in playing the 
gamaand de?ecting plates carried by said column 
and so positioned with respect to certain rings 
that balls properly striking said plates will go 
through said rings, whereby in passing the ball 
through each of said certain rings, the ball is 
projected against the corresponding de?ector 
plate and rebounds therefrom through‘ the ring 
associated with said de?ector plate. ' 

3. In a game, the combination of a vertical 
standard, a base supporting said standard, rings 
in different positions and inclinations and sup 
ported by said standard for the passage through 
them of a ball in playing the game, said rings 
being substantially larger than said ball, and de 
?eeting plates supported by said standard and 
so positioned with respect to certain rings that 
balls properly striking said plates will go through 
said rings, said rings being respectively in ver 
tical, horizontal and oblique positions. 

4. In a game, the combination of a vertical 
column, a base supporting said column, sleeves 
‘secured at different heights to said column, rings 
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secured to and supported by said sleeves at dif~ ‘ 
ferent angles to the line of play and requiring 
correspondingly diiferent paths of travel ‘of a 
ball to pass the ball through the rings in play 
ing the game, and deflecting plates carried by 
said column and so positioned with respect 
to certain rings, that balls properly striking said 
plates will go through said rings, whereby in pass 
ing the ball through each of said certain rings, 
the ball is projected against the corresponding 
de?ector plate and’ rebounds therefrom‘through 

35 

the ring associated with said de?ector plate, said . 
rings being respectively in vertical, horizontal and 
oblique positions. 

5. In a game, the combination of a vertical 
standard, a base supporting said standard, rings 
in different positions and inclinations and sup 
ported by said standard for the passage through 
them of a ball in playing the game, said rings 
being substantially larger than said ball, and de 
?ecting plates supported by said standard and so 
positioned with respect to certain rings that balls 
properly striking said plates will go through said 
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50 
rings, said, rings being respectively in vertical, . 
horizontal and, oblique positions and two of said 
rings being in vertical position and substantially 
perpendicular to each other. 

‘GEORGE N. LAMB. 
55 


